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peare's Senses were Trained, the author's hostility to the study of
books reminds one of Rousseau. "No one was ever educated by the
study of words" (176) . Against ' those who favor going to school
chiefly for the purpose of studying books, ' the education of Shakes-
peare is held up. His superiority is believed to be due to the fact that
11
 he had magnificent sensory training and made the proper motor re-
sponses thereto " (180) . Chapter XI. emphasizes the necessity of
suitable motor responses to sensory stimuli. The last chapter gives
pedagogical application to the pleasure-pain theory of Marshall. A
convenient index is added to the text.
The style is lucid and very popular, the print clear and the pages
handsome. The author offers no new facts, either anatomical, phys-
iological, or pedagogical. The evidence upon which he rests his
theory is not the experience of educators, but rather certain assumed
physiological facts gleaned from the work of others; while the shad-
owy evidence upon which some of these ' facts' rest is not mentioned
by the author. The precise genesis and function of the ' association '
fibres, e. g., as well as the physiological parallel of memory, etc., are
problems as to whose solution physiologists can as yet only guess; yet
the author cites certain assumed solutions of them and of other psycho-
physical problems as evidence for his theory. Is the evidence ade-
quate ? We think not; and yet it may be true that pedagogical theory
pays too little attention to sensory and motor training in the early life
of children. The important question as to how the senses and mem-
ory are to be rendered the trained servants of a will which moves
toward intellectual, ethical or other practical aims, is not touched upon
by the author. GUY TAWNEY.
PRINCETON, N. J.
The Art of Controversy, and Other Posthumons Papers. ARTHUR
SCHOPENHAUER. Selected and translated by T. BAILEY SAUN-
DERS., New York, The Macmillan Co., 1896. Pp. 116. 90
cents.
The volume is a valuable accession to Mr. Bailey Saunders' library
of Schopenhauer. The excellent English translations of the German
master have preserved the thought and spirit of the original while in
no wise, however, sacrificing the demands of clear, idiomatic English.
In the transfer from one language to the other there is in all of these
volumes a minimum of loss as regards the impression made of the
author's mind and personality. The Art of Controversy is one of
Schopenhauer's posthumous papers, though a small part of it was pub-
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lished before his death in the chapter of the Parerga entitled Zur
Logik und Dialcktik. The opening chapter consists of a theoretical
exposition of the distinction between Logic and Dialectic, the one a
guide in the search for truth, the other a weapon to wield in the quest
of victory. This is followed by a practical discussion of the ways
and means of securing an advantage over an adversary in debate. This
chapter has the significant heading of Strategems, and has a vein of
irony running through it that gives added force to its many valuable
hints. The other essays of this volume are on Interest and Beauty
in Works of Art, Psychological Observations, Wisdom of Life,
Genius and Virtue. The epigrammatic style, the sententious com-
ments upon human nature, and withal an underlying strain of humor,
concealed and yet pervasive, render these essays both interesting and
suggestive. JOHN GRIER HIBBEN.
PRINCETON UNIVERSITY.
Zur Tkeorie der Aufmerksajnkcit. HARRY E. KOHN. Halle,
Niemeyer, 1895. Pp. 48.
The main contention of this paper is that there is no real differ-
ence between the two states of attentive and inattentive consciousness.
The difference is only one of degree, and attention is regarded as the
intensity coefficient of consciousness. The essential features of atten-
tion are discovered in the process of apperception. Different stimuli
strive together to possess the field of consciousness, and the victorious
inhibit the force of the others, their superior intensity being felt in
consciousness as attention. Every change in consciousness or conse-
quent shifting of attention rises from the fusion of a perception-mass
with an apperception mass, resulting from the strife of contending
stimuli. The writer indicates also as one of the factors in attention,
the susceptibility, both original and acquired of the inner nature to
certain stimuli in preference to others, thus increasing or diminishing
their intensity as the case may be and so further modifying attention.
His theory is mainly an exposition of the Herbartian doctrine of strug-
gle and inhibition, and partakes of a like vagueness and artificiality.
The constructive portion of the paper is followed by a criticism of the
theories of Stumpf, Wundt and James. JOHN GRIER HIBBEN.
PRINCETON UNIVERSITY.
Dictionnaire de -physiologic. CH. RICHET. I. A-B. Paris, Alcan,
1895. Pp.1044.
Strange to say there has not existed heretofore any special diction-
ary for physiology. It is a lack which M. Ch. Richet has attempted
